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QUESTION 1

You want 90% confidence limits for a binomial proportion from a one-way table with PROC FREQ. Which option must
you add to the TABLES statement? 

A. BINOMIAL 

B. BINOMIAL ALPHA=0.9 

C. BINOMIAL ALPHA=90 

D. BINOMIAL ALPHA=0.1 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

This question will ask you to provide a section of missing code. 

Given the input SAS data set LABRAW: 

Which DO LOOP will create the output SAS data set WORK.LAB_NEW? 

A. do i=1 to 2; visit=i; date=dat{i}; result=num{i}; output; end; 

B. do i=1 to 2; visit=i; date=dat{i}; result=num{i}; end; output; 
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C. do i=1 to 2; do j=1 to 2; visit=i; date=dat{j}; result=num{j}; output; end; 

D. do i=1 to 2; do j=1 to 2; visit=i; date=dat{j}; result=num{j}; end; output; end; 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

The following SAS program is submitted. 

What result is displayed for the variable COUNT? 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 3C.3 

D. 4D.4 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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The following question will ask you to provide a line of missing code. Given the following data set work.vs: 

The following SAS program is submitted to create a new data set that carries forward the previous value of sbp when
the value is missing. 

In the space below, enter the line of code that completes the program (Case is ignored. Do not add leading or trailing
spaces to your answer.). 

Correct Answer: RETAINOLD_SBP 

 

 

QUESTION 5

This question will ask you to provide a line of missing code. The following SAS program is submitted: 

In the space below, enter the statement that completes the program correctly (Case is ignored. Do not add leading or
trailing spaces to your answer.). 

Correct Answer: DEFINESITE/ORDERNOPRINT 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Given the following data set: 
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Which type of clinical trials data is this? 

A. Demographics 

B. Laboratory 

C. Medical History 

D. Vital Signs 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

From the Statistical Analysis Plan, patients age is calculated as an integer relative to date randomized divided by
365.25. Given the following annotated CRF: 

Which programming code defines the patient\\'s age? 

A. age = int((birthdt-randdt)/365.25); 

B. age = int((randdt-birthdt)/365.25); 

C. age= int(yrdif(birthdt,randdt, "act/365.25" )); 

D. age = int((today()-birthdt)/365.25); 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Which CDISC filename contains the following items? 

 Variable attributes 

 Controlled terminology 

 Computational methods 

Enter your answer in the space below (Case is ignored. Do not add leading or trailing spaces to your answer.). 

Correct Answer: DEFINE.XML 

 

 

QUESTION 9

Which name is a valid SAS V5 variable name? 

A. _AESTDTC 

B. AESTARTDTC 

C. AE-STDTC 

D. AE_START_DTC 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

The following SAS program is submitted, but fails due to syntax errors. 

What is the cause of the syntax errors? 

A. The keep= data set option should be (keep=MonthExp*). 

B. An array can only be referenced in a KEEP statement and not within a keep= data set option. 
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C. An array cannot be referenced on a keep= data set option. 

D. The keep= data set option should be (keep=MonthExp). 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Given the following data set: 

Which program was used to prepare the data for this PROC PRINT output? 

A. proc sort data=one out=two; by subjid; run; 

B. proc sort data=one out=two nodupkey; by subjid; run; 

C. proc sort data=one out=two nodup; by subjid; run; 

D. proc sort data=one out=two nodupkey; by subjid trt; run; 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Define.xml is an XML-based submission of a clinical study\\'s: A. results 

B. metadata 

C. data 

D. protocol 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

The VISIT data set is multiple records per subject, sorted by usubjid vistdtc vistm and contains the following variables: 

The DEATH data set is one record per subject, sorted by usubjid vistdtc vistm and contains the following variables: 

Which program will combine the DEATH and VISIT data sets by matching records? 

A. data data_1; merge death visit; by usubjid vistdtc vistm; run; 

B. data data_1; merge death visit; run; 

C. data data_1; set death visit; by usubjid vistdtc vistm; run; 

D. data data_1; merge death visit; by usubjid vistm vistdtc; run; 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Which statement will create a report footnote that identifies the date and time that the SAS program was executed? 

A. footnote1 "Created on andsysdate9 andsystime"; 

B. footnote1 = "Created on andsysdate9 andsystime"; 

C. footnote1 \\'Created on andsysdate9 andsystime\\'; 

D. footnote1 = \\'Created on andsysdate9 andsystime\\'; 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

Identify the data structure with the following characteristics: 
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?Contains one or more records per subject, per analysis parameter, and per analysis timepoint. 

?May be derived from findings, events, interventions and special-purpose SDTM domains, or other ADaM datasets. 

?A record can represent an observed, derived, or imputed value required for analysis. 

A. General Data Structure (GDS) 

B. Basic Data Structure (BDS) 

C. Subject Level Analysis Data Set (ADSL) 

D. Event Level Analysis Data Set (ADAE) 

Correct Answer: B 
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